
2nd Grade: Mrs. Watkins and Mrs. Thomas
April 22, 2022

*We are excited about our upcoming Colonial Day! The kids are learning a lot about life at the early stages of
our country.  We are also thanking God for the many modern conveniences we enjoy today!
*If you want to order books from Scholastic Book Clubs, there is still time to stock up for summer.  Our class
code is J7997, which helps us earn bonus points for free books!
*Today was Teach Children to Save Day!  The kids had a guest Zoom speaker who taught some important
lessons about saving and spending money.  Ask your child about it! :)

Religion
We are getting ready to start our last religion book
of the year.  It begins with Jesus' ascension.  We
will also be starting our compassion essay.  It is a
second grade tradition to write a three-paragraph
essay (this will all be done at school) on what
we've learned about compassion throughout the
year.

Reading/Language
Our next two stories will be cultural fairy tales.
We will read several versions of familiar tales to
compare and contrast them.  We will focus on the
/ow/ sound as well as possessive nouns.

Science
Next week we will explore how people affect the
earth and ways we can help protect and preserve
our natural resources.

Memory Work
Do not forget to do good and to share

with others, for with such sacrifices God

is pleased.

Hebrews 13:16

Spelling
cow, house, town, shout, down, mouse,

found, loud, brown, ground, pound, flower

Math
We will work with adding three-digit numbers and
designing arrays to practice multiplication.  We will
also work on memorizing our x3 facts!  Do you
have Three is the Magic Number stuck in your
head?!

Social Studies
The students are loving our study of the American
Revolution.  We will wrap it up soon and play a fun
game to review what we have learned.  Students
also brought home a Colonial Spelling Bee list.
This is just for fun!  It will not be graded.  However,
on the afternoon of May 6th, students will
participate in the Colonial Spelling Bee in our
classroom to crown a champion!

Spanish
Next week we will be wrapping up our plant unit.
More details on the next test will be coming soon!

Teacher Tip!
One of our morning ‘stations’ is the Money Station.
At it, the kids practice counting coins and making
money amounts in different ways.  As we learn the
value of money, it’s important to also learn about
generosity and giving a portion back to God in
thanksgiving.  Thank you for your generosity in
bringing in chapel offerings which help the
missions we support here at Messiah!


